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 The primary nutrient that is crucial for identifying biochemical processes and 

biological norms in living cells is protein. Proteins are usually centered around 

one or a few functions which are defined by their family type. Hence, 

identification and classification are needed to separate the proteins according 

to their structure and families. In this work, we built a model to classify 

families of protein sequences. We used the protein sequences dataset consists 

of various macromolecules of biological significance. The classifier is built up 

using deep learning of Bi-LSTM. We began the research by collecting the 

dataset from the Protein Data Bank of the Research Collaboratory for 

Structural Bioinformatics, pre-processing the data using tokenizing, and 

modeling the classifier based on deep learning network of Bi-LSTM. As we 

get the best accuracy rate of the trained model, we figure out the model 

performance using the evaluation metrics of learning curve, accuracy rate, and 

loss. The results show that Deep Bi-LSTM provides excellent performance 

with fit learning curve, 99% accuracy rate, and 0.042 loss. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Proteins play important roles in the biology of living things. They are made up of chains of 20 different 

types of amino acids that are interconnected with each other. Each protein has a varied amino acid makeup, 

which can be changed through modifications [1, 2]. This sequence is important for determining the function of 

a protein. One of the earliest ways to figure out what a new protein does is to compare its sequence to the 

sequences of proteins with known functions. If two proteins have similar sequences, they will likely have 

similar structures, which can help predict their functions [3]. 

Proteins have specific tasks, which are determined by their family type. For example, Hydrolase group 

proteins are responsible for breaking down bonds by adding water, helping to break down chains of proteins 

or other molecules. On the other hand, transport proteins help other substances such as sugar, fructose, or water 

enter and exit cells. Unrecognized proteins comprise an important subset of proteins implicated in many 

bioinformatics research areas [4]. The determination of protein function assays may be one of the primary 

bioinformatics bottlenecks because of the enormous and continuously growing volume of data from genome 

sequencing findings. Practically speaking, it is hard to run functional testing on all the uncharacterized proteins 

received from several ongoing genome sequencing studies [5]. Therefore, a fast and precise computational 

system is needed in the classification process. To date, deep learning shows the best artificial neural network 

(ANN) in recognizing the input and performing classification tasks. ANN is flexible and can adapt to solve 

complex problems not clearly described by mathematical models, such as pattern recognition and classification, 

function, and control approaches [6, 7]. 
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Nevertheless, studies on developing protein sequence classifiers based on deep learning still expose 

low performance of learning and accuracy [8-11]. Thus, work on improving the protein classifier model is 

needed. Our work applied a deep learning network called Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to develop and 

process sequential data. We propose a variety RNN of Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM). 

LSTMs outperform other types of artificial neural networks in modeling sequences with long-term 

dependencies because they are better at capturing the long-term temporal structure of the input sequence and 

Bi-LSTM works better at categorizing sequences data because it has forward and backward layers that help the 

model learn and improve the classification accuracy. Here, the input sequence includes protein sequences from 

different important biological molecules.  

The main contributions of our work are: 

1. Providing a review of existing research in developing a protein sequence classifier.  

2. Proposing a framework for preparing the protein sequences dataset for family classification.  

3. Providing a step-by-step learning process applying the state-of-the-art Bi-LSTM, introducing the 

data pre-processing and the embedding layer  

4. Investigating of the best deep network model for a high accuracy rate of protein sequence family 

classification system based on existing RNN models. 

The rest of this article consists of related work in Section Two, followed by methods in Section Three 

that present the data preparation and model development. Section four discusses the simulation results and 

discussion. Finally, Section five concludes the findings. 

 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

2.1. Protein Sequence  

Proteins comprise hundreds or thousands of smaller units known as amino acids. Twenty different 

kinds of amino acids are linked together by a peptide bond to make a protein molecule [1]. A protein molecule 

can then be parsed into small fragments and used as fundamental determinants of biological structure and 

function. Proteins in each organism can have similarities and differences, and these similarities or differences 

can be used as a matrix to see the relationship between proteins. In order to find areas of similarity that could 

result from functional, structural, or evolutionary links between the sequences, the main sequences of a protein 

are arranged in a manner known as sequence alignment [12]. Examples of protein sequence alignment are 

displayed in Table 1. Data on protein sequences is kept in the protein database for scientific research. The 

Protein database is a compilation of sequences from several sources, including as records from SwissProt, PIR, 

PRF, and annotated coding sections in GenBank, RefSeq, and TPA [13]. 

 

Table 1. Protein sequence alignments 
family_id sequence_name family_accession aligned_sequence sequence 

MORN_2 Q8EI47_SHEON/428-
449 

PF07661.13 
 

LHGEFRNQTSSGQLLELI
.NFNH 

 

LHGEFRNQTSSGQLLE
LINFNH 

Plexin_cytopl H2TB23_TAKRU/1240-

1793 

 

PF08337.12 .MPFLDYKTYTDCNFFLP

SKDGAND......AMITRKL

QIPE....... 

MPFLDYKTYTDCNFF

LPSKDGANDAMITRK

LQIPEARRAIVAQALN.

.. 
RT_RNaseH H3H8E9_PHYRM/405-

501 

PF17917.1 DYSRRFHVFADAS.GH.Q

IGGVIVQ........................ 

DYSRRFHVFADASGH

QIGGVIVQGRRILACFS

RSMTDTQKKYSTME... 
Transposase_20 Q981X5_RHILO/224-

313 

PF02371.16 VEAYQAMRGASFLVAVI

FAAEI.GDV.RR.FDTPPQ

LMAFLGLVPG... 

VEAYQAMRGASFLVA

VIFAAEIGDVRRFDTPP

QLMAFLGLVPGERS... 
Mycobact_memb MMPS4_MYCLE/16-

154 

 

PF05423.13 LSRIWIPLVILVVLVVGG

FVVYRVHSYFASEKRES

YADSNLGSSKP... 

LSRIWIPLVILVVLVVG

GFVVYRVHSYFASEK

RESYADSNLGSSKP... 

 

2.2. Recurrent Neural Networks 

In this study, we applied the RNN network of an improved Bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) and other 

algorithms of LSTM, Bi-GRU, GRU, and Transformer as a comparison. Bi-LSTM works better at categorizing 

protein sequences because it has forward and backward layers that help the model learn and improve the 

classification accuracy. As described by Graves et al. [14], the Bi-LSTM network can access both past (via 

forward states) and future input features (via backward states) for a given time. Bi-LSTM has been applied in 

protein sequence identification, but the accuracy rate is minimal [15-18].  
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Meanwhile, LSTM is the same as RNN, except that the hidden layer updates are replaced by purpose-

built memory cells. As a result, LSTM may be better at finding and exploiting long-range dependencies in the 

data [19]. This network has also been applied in the prediction of epitope regions and shows better performance 

compared to conventional methods [20]. Other RNN variants for the protein sequence tagging task of the Gated 

Recurrent Unit (GRU) [21] have also been applied by Li et al. to build Gonet to annotate proteins [22]. While 

a bidirectional GRU, or BiGRU, is a sequence processing model that consists of two GRU, it was applied by 

Sharma et al. [23] and Wang et al. [24] using hybrid methods. Transformer [25], the sequence-to-sequence 

tasks while handling long-range dependencies with ease, is the current state-of-the-art technique in the Natural 

language processing (NLP) field. This network applied by Cao et al. [26] and Clauwaert et al. [27] for protein 

sequence labeling. The performance of the networks have motivated us to implement them in this study. 

 

2.3. Existing Protein Sequence Classifier based on ANN 

Individual proteins of known sequence and structure present challenges to the understanding of their 

function. Many function prediction methods rely on identifying sequence and/or structure similarities between 

a protein of unknown function and one or more well-understood proteins. Alternative methods include inferring 

conservation patterns in members of a functionally uncharacterized family for which many sequences and 

structures are known. However, these inferences are tenuous. Such methods provide reasonable guesses at 

function but are far from foolproof. In Table 2, some recently proposed protein sequence-based artificial neural 

networks (ANN) were introduced, leaving some future work to improve the accuracy rate. 

 

Table 2. Some studies on protein sequence indetification using ANN  
Work Method Dataset  Result 

 

Hu et al., 2019 
[15] 

 
 

Bi-LSTM based ensemble model 

dual loss function  

Training data: non-homologous protein 

sequences extracted from the Protein 

Data Bank (PDB) database Testing 
data: 1199, 513 protein Cuff & Barton 

set (CB513) and 203 proteins 

from Critical Appraisals Skills 
Programme (CASP203))  

the ensemble model 

achieved 84.3% 

in Q3 accuracy and 81.9% 
in segment overlap measure 

(SOV) score by using 10-

fold cross validation 

Bihter DAŞ and 

Suat Toraman, 
2020 [8] 

ResNet Protein sequences were taken from the 

NCBI dataset. The dataset, which 
belongs to the supervised dataset, 

categorizes three proteins such as 

superfamilies globin 395, trypsin 254, 
and ras 337 

the accuracy is 95.03%  

Villegas-

Morcillo et al. 
2021 [28] 

Combination of 1D-convolutional 

layers with gated recurrent unit 
(GRU) layers.  

uniprot20_2016_02 HHM database The evaluation results over 

the well-known LINDAHL 
and SCOP_TEST sets, 

along with a proposed 

LINDAHL test set updated 
to SCOP 1.75,  

Pande and Roy, 

2022 [9] 

1D Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) 

Structural Bioinformatics (RCSB), 
Protein Data Bank (PDB) dataset  

 

85% with the proposed 1D 

CNN and  
92% after increasing the 

filter size. 

T. Sudha Rani, 

et al. 2022 [29] 

Fast Convolution Neural Network 

(FCNN) 

The 1672 proteins of 25% identified 

sequence are comprised in 25PDB; 640 

proteins of about 25% identified 
sequence are comprised in 640 PDB; 

513 proteins of below 25% identified 

sequence are comprised in CB513 

Accuracy 75%, precision 

85%, recall 85%, F1-Score 

65% 

Aymen Qabel, 

et al. 2022 [30] 

Antibiotic Resistant Genes 

(ARG) - Graph Neural Network 

(GNN)  

Antibiotic Resistant Genes (ARGs) 

over 18 antibiotics 

resistance categories demonstrate 

Accuracy 72.90%, F1-Score 

63.78% 

Nadav Brandes, 

et al. 2022 [10] 

ProteinBERT 8943 most frequent GO annotations 

that occurred at least 100 times in 

UniRef90. 

Accuracy 74% 

Isam Abu-

Qasmieh, et al. 

2023 [11] 

Convolutional Neural 

Network (CNN) 

381 proteins 

sequences from each family 

92.4% accuracy, 94.3% 

precision, and 91.1% recall.  

 

 

3. RESEARCH METHOD  

The proposed method is based on three major steps for classifying protein sequence families shown 

in Figure 1. The work started with dataset preparation by collecting and pre-processing the protein sequences 

dataset using tokenizing. At this stage, a tokenizer is carried out to convert protein sequences into numeric 
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data. Then, the size of the protein sequence was normalized. Next, We developed the model using Bidirectional 

Long Short-Term Memory (Bi-LSTM). Before inputting the dataset into the network, embedding is proceeded 

so that each sequence has an embedding space. Finally, the model was evaluated by observing the learning 

curve and the loss and accuracy rates. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Research methods 

 

3.1. Dataset Preparation 

In this study, we use the Structural Protein Sequences dataset that was downloaded from the Protein 

Data Bank of the Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics (RCSB) (PDB). The PDB dataset is a 

database of protein data that aids in pinpointing the locations of all atoms connected to molecules. It is utilized 

in techniques like cryo-electron microscopy and NMR spectroscop [31]. The website of PDB dataset is 

available on the Kaggle website. We used 1.339.083 protein sequences and separated them into three partitions, 

which were training, validation, and testing. The dataset for training has 1,086,741 sequences, and validation 

and testing have the same amount of data, which is 126,171 sequences. 

In Figure 2, we presented sample distributions of protein sequence classes. PF13649.6 is the protein 

family with the largest sample spread used in this study. In addition, we provided the distribution of each 

protein molecule in Figure 3. We can see on distribution of each protein molecule, that L is the amino acid 

with the highest occurrence rate in this dataset, whether it is in training data, validation or testing. 

 

 
Figure 2. Data distribution protein family accession 

 

 
Figure 3. Distribution each protein molecule (a) Frequency distribution of data training, (b) Frequency 

distribution of data validation, (c) Frequency distribution of data testing. 

 

This value will be added to the total unique code shown in Table 3. Because the ANN does not 

understand the textual data, it is necessary to convert the total unique code into numerical data. Therefore, each 

unique code is then entered into the integer encoding stage. Integer encoding means that each unique category 
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value is assigned an integer value (tokenized). For example, ”A” is 1, ”C” is 2, and ”D” is 3, and sequentially 

until the last unique code. At this stage, data is ready to be fed into the model [31]. 

 

Table 3. Integer encoding each unique code 
A C D E F G H I K L M N P Q R S T V W Y 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

 

 

3.2. Model Development 
In this study, a classification process of protein sequences is carried out in stages as shown in 

Figure 4 We proposed several layers to enhance the result. The pre-processed data is conducting using 

integer encoding, while the model development following several stages of implementing embedding layers, 

Bi-LSTM, batch normalization, and multilayer perceptron (MLP). 

 

 

Figure 4. Model development workflow 

 

3.2.1. Embedding Layer 

A word embedding is a vector of real numbers that, depending on the context of use, represents a 

single word. The ability to map every word in a vocabulary to a point in a vector space is made possible by the 

numerical representation of words [12]. The vector is not generated through mathematical calculations, instead 

each input integer serves as an index to access a table that holds all the potential vectors.  The use of an 

embedding layer results in smaller input sizes and decreased computational complexity, leading to a faster 

training process. As seen in Figure 5, according to the ”distributional theory,” words that exist in a related 

context have related meanings. Therefore, it is anticipated that, compared to unrelated words, the embeddings 

for semantically or syntactically similar words will be positioned closer to each other in the vector space. The 

level of relatedness is solely based on the text data, also known as corpus, used to generate the embeddings. 

 

 
Figure 5. Visualization of word embedding in 2D space [32] 

 

3.2.2. Classification using Bi-LSTM 
An improved variant of LSTM is called Bi-LSTM. A Bi-LSTM is created  by superimposing 

two LSTMs. To fully understand the information of the entire input sequence in Bi-LSTM, not simply 
the information prior to the present time, two LSTM networks that input are forward and backward of 

input sequences, respectively must be trained. Memory blocks are used in the Bi-LSTM network in place of 

the summation units found in the traditional RNN’s hidden layer. The Bi-LSTM architecture is made 
up of a collection of memory blocks, also known as recurrently linked subnets, as shown in Figure 6. 

Three multiplicative units (the input, output, and forget gates) offer continuous analogs of write, read, and 
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reset operations for the cells, and each block comprises one or more self-connected memory cells. The cell 

is activated by means of multiplications by the three gates, which are nonlinear summation units that gather 

activations from both within and outside the block (small black circles). Bi-LSTM memory cells can 
retain and retrieve information for extended periods of time because of the multiplicative gates, which 

alleviates the vanishing gradient issue [13]. 

 

 

Figure 6. Bi-LSTM network 

 

In both the forward and backward propagation directions, the Bi-LSTM spans two parallel 
LSTM layers, as illustrated in Figure 5. Internal state information is kept in hf(t) from previous time 

series values in the forward direction and from future sequence values in the backward direction. To 

produce the final output, the two distinct hidden states at time step t, hf(t) and hb(t), are connected one after 
the other. Following are the two directional layers’ recurrent states for the Bi-LSTM network at time 

step t. 

ℎ𝑓(𝑡) = 𝜑(𝑊𝑓ℎ 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑊𝑓ℎℎ  ℎ𝑓(𝑡−1) + 𝑏𝑓𝑏)       (1) 

 

ℎ𝑏(𝑡) = 𝜑(𝑊𝑏ℎ 𝑥𝑡 + 𝑊𝑏ℎℎ ℎ𝑏(𝑡+1) + 𝑏𝑏)        (2) 

where weight matrices Wfh and Wbh denote the forward and backward weights from  input  to  recurrent  units,  

respectively.  Concurrently,  the  terms  bf b  and bb denote bias signals in both directions, respectively. The 

symbol ϕ denotes the recurrent layer activation function and is set to tanh in this paper. The Bi-LSTM 

generates a final output vector which is displayed as follows: 

𝑌𝑡 = 𝜎(𝑊𝑓ℎ𝑦 ℎ𝑓(𝑡) + 𝑊𝑏ℎ𝑦 ℎ𝑏𝑡 + 𝑏𝑦)                      (3) 

 

where Wfhy and Wbhy denote the forward and backward weights from the internal unit to the output, 

respectively, and σ denotes the output layer acti- vation function, which is set to sigmoid or linear functions, 

and by represents  the bias vector of the output layer [13]. 

After defining the model, we proceed to create the Bi-LSTM workflow as illustrated in the Figure 

7 with architecture o f  the proposed method shown  on Figure 8. In this work, we use 2-layer of Bi-LSTM, 

to make model more complex and make it easy to recognize the class of protein sequences. On  each 

layer Bi-LSTM we use batch normalization to deal with the convergence speed by improving the stability 

and consistency of activations during train- ing and to reduce exploding gradient.  

In addition, we used simple Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) for  predicting the class of protein sequences by using 
probability each node [14]. MLP is a type of artificial neural network that is designed to solve supervised 

learning problems. It is a feed-forward network, which means that the information flows in a single direction, 

from input to output, without looping back. The network is composed of multiple layers of artificial 
neurons, each of which is connected to the next. For learning, it makes use of the backpropagation 

method. It consists of neurons that serve as receivers in the input layer, one or more hidden layers of 
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neurons that process the data iteratively, and neurons that anticipate the outcome in the output layer [36]. 

At least three layers make up MLP: an input layer, a hidden layer or layers, an output layer, and an input 
layer [37]. In this work, we use 2 layers which are the layer to receive the output of Bi-LSTM and  the 

layer to classify the protein sequence classes. 

 

 

Figure 7. Model development workflow [35] 

 

3.2.3. Training Process 

Training is used so that the system learns and builds its path from existing possibilities. Usually, 

the training data process is done by 80% of the existing    dataset. The training and validation processes are 
carried out sequentially in each epoch or iteration, and after each training, it is followed by a validation 

process. 

The training deep Bi-LSTM model is based on the label set Ytrain and the training set Xtrain as 
equations 4 and 5, respectively. M and N are the lengths of the training and test portions of the protein 

sequences, respectively, and M and N are the numbers of the training and test samples, respectively [15]: 

Xtrain = [t1, t2, ..., tm]T   (4) 

 

Ytrain = [p1, p2, ..., pm]T         (5) 

 

 For network training, we use Adam optimizer with learning rate of 0.01, loss function of crossentropy, 

with 100 epoch and 250 batch size. The epoch was performed 100 times. Epoch determines how often the 

deep learning algorithm works through the entire forward and backward dataset. Then, we can see the 
progress and, at the same time, make the machine learn new possibilities from the given iteration limit.  

Limits are also used so that the computational process does not take too long.  
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Figure 8. The architecture of the proposed network 

 

 

3.3. Model Evaluation  

After we get the training result, we recorded the learning curve to see the convergence and tested the 
model. Testing is used to figure out the model accuracy rate in recognizing new data. The testing dataset used 

in this study was 20% of the existing dataset. The testing set and label set are: 

Xtest = [tm+1, tm+2, ..., tm+n]T   (6) 

 

Ytest = [pm+1, pm+2, ..., pm+n]T      (7) 

 

The test accuracy rate shows the capability of the model to predict a dataset that model never 

seen before. We compared the performance of improved Bi-LSTM to other RNN algorithms of LSTM, 

GRU, Bi-GRU, and Transformer. Finally, we also compared our proposed model with other works on the 

similar task. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The classification model of the protein sequence family built in this study is a good fit, as shown in 

Figure 9. It shows that our improved Bi-LSTM model is not overfitting or underfitting, as indicated by the 

accuracy of training and validation accuracy. It shows that the value continues to increase consistently and 

does not decrease. Similarly, losses in training and validation consistently decrease, approaching zero. As we 

increased the number of epochs, we could improve the model performance and stability. In terms of accuracy 

rate, the accuracy of training, validation, and testing is 0.9987, 0.9968, and 0.9913, respectively. Meanwhile, 

the values of training, validation, and testing loss are 0.0373, 0.042, and 0.044, respectively. Table 4 shows the 

accuracy and loss rates of the model. 

The model can successfully predict the protein sequences and their classes or families from the given 

sequence data. The model can predict the family accession of protein sequences with a high accuracy rate. To 

evaluate the correctness, we also span the table on each prediction with boolean parameters, ”true” or ”false”. 

The results show that the model can predict most protein classes with a ”true” status, as shown in Table 5. 

However, more work is needed to deal with the “false” protein prediction. 

 

Table 4. Model Performance 
 Loss Accuracy 

Training 0.037 0.9987 

Validation 0.042 0.9968 

Test 0.044 0.9913 
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Figure 9. Learning performance of the proposed model 

 

Table 5. Evaluation of protein sequences classification 
No Protein Sequence True Class Predict Class Evaluation 

1 AVRRHIRSSPLKMRRVINLVRDRSVPEAVAILDY
MPQKVTGVVEKTIRSAVYNLMDQHDERFDEGAL

KLKEIRADEGPTFQRHQARARGRAAPIRKRTTHL

KVVVA 

PF00237.19 PF00237.19 True  

2 INVSGSGEIMAKPDIAYLSIGVQSEGNTAAAAQK

ANAAKINKVTQLLKEKWSISADDIQTSQFSVQPN

YTYNEKEGQKLKGYMANHTLSVKYRNLDKIGQL
LDEATNSGANNVDNIQFSVENPSAYEEAAIAKAL

DNAQSKASAVAKSAKRGLGALVNVTVDGGEAQ

VYTQRENAMSKALMDMSGGTEIQSGQVTVKVQ

VSAQY 

PF04402.14 PF04402.14 True  

3 DIAGCEISAALKNAIAIGGGILKAYNAGDNAHATL

LTLGLNEMYEFGKHFGAKLETFLNFAGLGDLILT
ASSKKSRNFRLGERIVELNDAKKALESFNLTVEG

VETARIAHEIGVKYQISMNFFEIIYNILYNNVKPIS

LL 

PF07479.14 PF07479.14 True  

4 ATITITVSSVNEFPSAVNDTATTNEDSPISGNLATN

DSPSKDGGNVWSLVGDNGGALHGTIAMTPDGSY

TY 

PF17803.1 PF17803.1 True  

5 KRLYRSYTDKMLGGVCGGLGEYFDIDPVIIRVLF

VVAVLFGGGGILAYIILWIVIPQK 

PF04024.12 PF04024.12 True  

6 SVPRLKKAEGMDLKMFPHLVDDETFKQIVAILRI
AVPFTGIILSTRESAEMRKEVIEYGVSQVSAGSCA

GVGGYKEREEGKNTNQFIIADHRSHLDVLKELIEE

GHI 

PF06968.13 PF06968.13 True  

7 DEAKQIAEKLKTICPKLKIKTGENGKVFGGVTAK
DIADVLNKEYKINIDKKKIDLKESIKTLGVTKVNV

KLYEGVMGEIKIDVIP 

PF03948.14 PF03948.14 True  

8 FSVGDHIVYPLQGVGIIKCIEERNFQGEPQPYYVIH

IAISDMIVKIPIAKAAEMGIRAIVPPSEAQEAIDSISS
KYDPLPVDWKTRYQMNVDLLQQGSIASIAQVVQ

AL 

PF02559.16 PF02559.16 True  

9 DITDGVNALISKAKMQQGLCHLFVPHTTAGITVN
ENCDPDVARDILATLDQLVPIHGNYRHAEGNSHA

HLKASLMGHALSVPIEGGKLLLGTWQGLYFTEFD

GPRARKVILTL 

PF01894.17 PF01894.17 True 

10 IAAGICVGIAACGAGIGMGLTTAKSSEGISRQPEA

ADKIRTNMMLGLVFIETAIIYALVVAILI 

PF00137.21 PF00137.21 True  

11 DYNSDGNTDIAAVYMDEKSLNHIAFYTNDGSGN

LQSYPSLLSTGFGEKTVIASGDINMDGQPDLIV 

PF13517.6 PF13517.6 True  

12 KTCKPVPNTRFGFYTKDNIYDIDGNVILEADSKIT

TVTTGADGTAKIPFSVPVMSEGYGEVEAPLNSGD

YYFLEESVSDSYYISEEPTFVHLEYEN 

PF17802.1 PF17802.1 True 
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13 AAVALVIDQASKYWILHDVLEDKAMIIFTPFFSLV

RAWNTGVSFSMFNDWGLSGVIVLSLVAFVIIAFL

VNWLRKEPSKLIQVSLGLIIGGALGNVIDRIRLGA
VFDFLDFSIGTYHWPAFNAADSFICVGALIVIFHG

LW 

PF01252.18 PF01252.18 True 

14 RGVTFFKATGAFSREDKQVVYCVISRTQLSQIKEII

HTRDDEAFLAISEVPEVVG 

PF10035.9 PF10035.9 True  

15 PWRTAVKIATGAATPLPPSVVPSSEATGRVLAAP

VLARGDLPGFDASAMDGYAVAGRGPWRVLGQV

YAGGPVWPAPLGAGEAVEIMTGAVVPAGTVAVL
PYETADLNAAGPGPKAHIRRAGEDARAGDELLPA

GRLVTPAVAGLLAQAG 

PF03453.17 PF03453.17 True  

16 ASQIARPFRHSLKKKLDKCTSKPTLIGLLANQDPA
SKKYAEWTAKTCQETGVQFELAQVNKHELELEII

KANHNKDIHGIMVYYPVFGYPLDMSLQNRVNYF

KDVE 

PF00763.23 PF02410.15 False 

17 KWRKNDQDTGSPRIVVAILTEKIVYLTKHMQQHP

HDYHSRRGLITMVNKRRRQLNYYFKKEPKECLE

MCATLGIR 

PF00312.22 PF13976.6 False 

18 LDYVVHRQYGIGKYMGITTKEIEGIHKDFMRILY

RDGDELFVPLEQFNLVRKFMSREAASVRLSKLGT

STWQKNKERIKQDVADVADKLVTLY 

PF02559.16 PF02021.17 False 

19 ETIASARQRMQHRNPGGVCNRDLPATALGDRSG
FGAAALQLWERLVAHRGLSTRSGIRLLRVARTVA

DLNGENEASADAVAQASHYR 

PF13335.6 
 

PF10589.9 
 

False 

20 FIATDLTNFDRWIFIPPKFRMKCTEGCYITAKVTQ
HPFKDGRAQAKITQNVGDDNTPYIEKLYSVCKHR

LDNEFS 

PF17876.1 
 

PF14698.6 
 

False 

21 HSVVMHITTGVCRIQDIQEKQFTEDQHQKYYVLQ
PIFEKGTTLFVPIENDPVRIRPLLTKEAITELLHELS

AQEDEPWIHNQHQRTAHFKTILKNGNEQEILSML

H 

PF02559.16 
 

PF02033.18 
 

False 

22 QYNRLRSGMDDVQRRLAELRASADSDDGLIRAT

VGPRGQLLDLRLDRRIYRDMDAAELSRKIVTTVE

QATAKATQQVEQLMADY 

PF02575.16 

 

PF02583.17 

 

False 

23 QVEIVTVSRLVEKKGVEYGIRAVAKLLKNQKKNI

NYTIVGDGPLKESLQELVQQLDVANHVQLLGSK
QQQEVIEILKNSHIMLAPSVTSSNGDQEGIPVALM

ETMAMGLPVVSTFHSGIPELVEDGVAGFLVPERN

VDALAEKIGYLVEH 

PF13692.6 

 

PF05697.13 

 

False 

 

Table 6. Benchmarking of several models trained on the same dataset 

Model 
Validation 

Accuracy 

Validation 

Loss 

Testing 

Accuracy 

Elapsed 

Time 

Improved Bi-LSTM 99.68% 0.042 99.13% 135’ 

LSTM 98.47% 0.061 98.38% 69’ 

Bi-GRU 98.55% 0.054 98.66% 91.2’ 

GRU 96.84% 0.112 98.08% 55’ 

Transformer 98.89% 0.051 98.37% 270’ 

 
We trained and tested the models using other RNN algorithms of LSTM, BiGRU, GRU, and 

Transformer. Each algorithm was run with 100 epochs and a 0.01 learning rate to build the model. Similar 

hyperparameter tuning was performed, resulting in the performance as shown in Table 6. The result shows that 

Bi-LSTM outperforms other models regarding loss and accuracy rate. Compared with the existing studies in 
Table 2, our improved Bi-LSTM achieves higher performance. Nevertheless, more work needs to be conducted 

to improve the accuracy rate of the protein sequence classifier.  

For future work, we recommend the following strategies to improve the classifier performance: 

1. More representative dataset. Dataset preparation is an important key to success in building a prediction 

model. The network will learn better if fed with the representative dataset. 

2. Merging the well trained-model. With deep analysis of the trained model performance, the well-

trained model can be merged to get a better model by considering the learning fit. 

3. Fusion the result. Applying the fusion strategy, especially at the stage of getting the result, may 

enhance the definite decision of the learning. 
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4. Model deployment. The high-performance model could be deployed into bioinformatics devices. 

Integrating the model into bioinformatics devices or application platforms will allow for high usage 

of protein sequence classifiers and ease protein sequence work. 

5. CONCLUSION  

This study presented an improved Bi-LSTM model for classifying protein sequences. The model 

utilizes well-known properties with an improved formula. With a test accuracy rate of 99.13%, improved Bi-

LSTM outperforms previous protein sequence classifier models in classifying the protein sequence. Thus, our 

proposed improved Bi-LSTM could be used to solve various computational biology problems, such as DNA 

classification, virus classification, and other biological recognition cases. For future work, more representative 

datasets should be added to improve the classifer accuracy. Implementing a lightweight neural network would 

also improve the stability of the model and allow the deployment of the predicted model in any bioinformatics 

devices or application platforms. 
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